Appendix A

LESSON PLAN

Subject: English
Topic: Storytelling by Using Picture Series
Subtopic: Improving speaking skill through Picture Series by using Storytelling
Class/Semester: XII IPA 1
Time: 2x45
Meeting: 4

I. General; Instruction Purpose
The ability of students to remember the contents of learning are acceptable in the context of school

II. Specific Instruction Purpose
a. In order for students to be able to improve their speaking skill
b. Students are able to speak in English fluently and get a lot of vocabulary

III. Teaching Process
a. Pre-Teaching
   1. Greeting
      - Good Morning
   2. Checking Students Attendance List
      - Checking the students attendance list and praying leaded by class leader
   3. Review (Warming Up)
- How are you today?
- Let’s play game before we start to study!

b. Teaching Process

1. Introduction to the material and explanation
   - Teacher introduce the material and explain about picture series
   - Teacher gives an explanation how to do a storytelling by using picture series

2. Example
   - Teacher shows the pictures and gives an example to the students how to do a storytelling by using picture series

3. Exercise
   - Teacher asks the students to make a group to practice in front of the class and do storytelling relay with their group
   - Teacher commands the students to practice as an individual in front of the class and build a story based on the picture series

c. Post-Teaching

1. Giving conclusion and homework to practice at home
   - Teacher give conclusion about the material of that day
   - Giving the students homework that should be done in the next meeting

2. Closing and greeting for farewell
   - To end the class the teacher ask the class leader to lead pray
   - Remind the students about the homework and end the class
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